Winning
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sat Sep 29, 2018 4:30 pm
In a few years doing the RTR's daily has drained the enemy thought form down drastically to the
point of almost nothing. This enemy energy form has been running for centuries and has been
empowered daily by hundreds of million to billions of people. Our RTR's have got to the point
they materialize right away into the world. That is only from a small number of people doing
them daily for only a few years. This is because the enemy god form is drastically weakened by
the RTR's already. A small number of people in a few years vs billions of people for centuries.
That is TOTAL WIN!!!!
Think about what the Final RTR is doing to them and will do to them being done daily. Its
erasing their entire "god" from existence and with that their entire global empire is falling apart
its all built on this god form they created. Their god is the word and the word is their god right in
the opening line of their Torah and the word in their Torah is the 22 letters of the Hebrew
alphabet their god is the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet that is why their call their god
Hashem meaning the name....its chanted as the 22 letters in Judaism. Their empire is falling like
all Mordor fell when the one ring was thrown into the fires of mount doom. What else perished
with the one ring....Golem.
With the total and eternal collapse of the enemy false god. And with doing the Final RTR daily
your removing all the curses and bindings from yourself and the astral grid around the planet.
Which means your own spiritual practices and magical workings will become powerful and be
able to manifest totally as well. The jews place the 22 letters of their false god on the symbol of
the tree of life which is a stolen map of the human soul. The ten worlds are the three upper
worlds the three main parts and energy points of the brain and the seven other worlds are
based on the seven planets and the seven chakra's. An example of the three upper worlds
Uranus is the higher octave of mercury which rules the pineal gland and telepathic abilities and
such. All the Hebrew 22 letters are placed on the pathways in combinations to bind the Gentile
soul. This is why people are all reporting doing the Final RTR daily is opening their soul
drastically. Its removing the bindings and also allowing for years of power meditations to shine
thought fully. The Final RTR is a form of daily power meditation and a needed must to achieve
full transformation of the soul.
The Final RTR do it daily.
Follow the Slothz search engine to:
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com
http://www.joyofsatan.com
http://www.exposingchristianity.com

Re: Winning
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sat Sep 29, 2018 11:43 pm
No in the end the jews have words upon words of power in Hebrew to curse the Gentile soul in
many different ways. However they are all made out of the 22 letters so this removes
everything. The whole torah is one big curse itself upon Gentiles and its thousands of words

long. But its thousands of different combinations of the 22 letters.

raynexiii wrote:Would vibrating the reversed hebrew letters on the parts of the soul the
kikes placed them on, like the chakras or pineal gland, be effective or worth a try?

Re: Winning
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Sep 30, 2018 2:37 am
Tolkien I don't think really put any Xian elements in his Lord of the Rings, he was good friends
with C.S Lewis and even brought him into Xianity. However Tolkien criticized Lewis for putting
Xian elements into his fantasy tales. Tolkien I think was more of a Pagan then a Xian and his
Xianity was more cultural of the time. He was obviously most interested in Paganism as he
chose to become a professor in that subject over a Priest.

Even his perceived Xian elements really come to be a type of Zoroastrian mythos. He has a
pantheon of Gods not a single monotheistic god. In fact it was Sauron that tried to introduce the
monotheism. Note with the fall of Numenor it was the Numenorians who remained true to the
Gods that were spared and moved to middle earth. This is the other part of Atlantis. Tolkien also
put totally racialist elements in his story he comments on the quality of blood of the Gondorians
and their aristocracy and the problem of the mixing of superior blood with lower quality people
there is lot of racial imagery the superior humans have the most Numenorian blood. The
superior lines of the humans all come from the union of Elven blood with the highest human
types. The Elven Race is perfected and immortal with Siddhi powers they are like Gods and live
with the Gods in Valinor for the most part. This was the ancient Aryans in the Golden age. The
human is the second age like a silver age with Numeror that arises after the first age and the
war against Melkor in which the Gods themselves come from Valinor to destroy Melkor. And this
second age is led by the superior half Elven half human lines. The returned King of Gondor also
marries the Elven women who is the daughter of Elrond the brother of the King who founded the
line of Numenor. Elrond who chooses to become full Elven instead of half divine human. The
worst crime of the Elf's in the first age was the Kin slaying and it was caused by greed the entire
first age becomes the war of the Jewel. Its the same attitude that destroyed this age of the
Elven in middle earth that leds to the fall of Numenor in the next age the revolt against the Gods
and the spiritual teachings of Sanatana Dharma. Sauron is the embodiment of the
Asura.....Sauron.....Asaura… Asur is also Asaur or Asaura in Sanskrit.

Re: Winning
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Sep 30, 2018 2:50 am
I doubt it the only state that might make that threat would be California and they can barely
survive as it is. That sad State should be a lesson when Jewish Leftist elites run a place totally
they run it into the ground.

Re: Winning
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sun Sep 30, 2018 4:39 pm
Artanis wrote:"In a few years doing the RTR's daily has drained the enemy thought form
down drastically to the point of almost nothing."
But youve also said that we will win in our *lifetimes*. That sounds like we would win maybe
in 10-50 years. But when the Enemy thoughtform is almost nothing, isnt it the same as were
*almost* winning this war?

We are winning battles after very long of people doing nothing against the enemy. We are
winning everyday more and more.
But are we done with this? Hell no. Are we close to final victory? Hell no, if one is being honest.
All that is said is that we are winning, not that we have won. "When" is not a matter in question
either. One would lie in full if they said they know when this is 'over'.
Also, our meaning of over is strict.

Re: Winning
Postby HP Mageson666 » Sun Sep 30, 2018 6:16 pm
I did state in the past it might take a century to clean up the environment and totally heal the
planet and the people on it from centuries of enemy pollution. But that is after we win. Cleaning
the ocean's, reforesting the planet, turning barren sand regions into grass lands and forrests,
cleaning the soil of all the toxin's, dealing with the waste dumps and nuclear pollution and such
takes time.
You have this habit of assigning statements and claims to people out of context. I have
mentioned this to you before you need to stop and think before you do this its confusing to
people. Or provide context and a link otherwise its the telephone game and that is how
confusion arises.

Artanis wrote:
HP Mageson666 wrote:Where did I say that.....

Artanis wrote:"In a few years doing the RTR's daily has drained the enemy thought form
down drastically to the point of almost nothing."
But youve also said that we will win in our *lifetimes*. That sounds like we would win maybe

in 10-50 years. But when the Enemy thoughtform is almost nothing, isnt it the same as were
*almost* winning this war?

It.... Might have ALSO been some other member that i confuse with your name.
Sorry HP

